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DESCRIPTION

FEATURES
Kitesurfing has come full circle back to its surfing roots 
with the introduction of the S-Quad. Years of design 
experience has gone into making the perfect kite surf-
board. The S-Quad has all of the design elements of a 
true surfboard with the construction to match the kind of 
abuse the surf will likely dish out.

Designed by Pete Cabrinha, the S-Quad blends his fast 
tow-surfing rockers with a wider curvier outline to de-
liver a board that powers off the bottom and snaps in 
the hook. The 4 fins allow the rail to hold when you need 
it and let it bust loose on demand.

The S-Quad is constructed with an X-48 EPS core and 
a composite skin. The x-48 construction has been cus-
tom developed to the Cabrinha S-quad.  The XPS core 
is machined to offer the optimal shape.  A full wood 
laminate under the feet provides strength and impact 
resistance.  We use a multi weight glass lay-up to pro-
vide the best combination of strength and weight. 

When ridden with the new Revolver HD surf kite, its as 
close as you’ll get to the real thing. If you want just one 
board to handle a wide range of surf conditions the 
S-Quad is your board.   

SIZE    
5’3” (160 cm) 
5’9” (175 cm)      

> S-QUAD SURF BOARD
> TWO 4” INCH (100mm) Front SURF FINS
> TWO 3.25” INCH (83mm) Rear SURF FINS
> SURF FOOTSTRAPS

BOARD COMPONENTS   

> Thin Rail PRofile
> Tow SuRfing RockeR
> Quad fin deSign
> X-48 coRe
> comPoSiTe Skin
> wood ReinfoRced heelS
> cuSTom cuT TRacTion PadS
> SuRf STRaPS
> fuTuRe fin SySTem    

QUAD FIN SURFBOARD
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FEATURES DESCRIPTION
The all new Custom wake board breaks away from the pack 
with an entirely new approach to bottom design. The Custom 
sports a quad concave bottom and a new outline to deliver 
the ultimate combination of speed and drive. Developed and 
tested by Andre Phillip, the leader in the wakestyle movement, 
the Custom is dedicated to progressive wake style riding. The 
Custom can be ridden fin less when hitting sliders and still be 
able to throw down any trick in the book. Whether you are into 
flat water tricks or hitting obstacles, the Custom will allow you 
to push your riding to the limits.

The new improved construction now implements hard glass 
to increase strength and deliver a better flex pattern. The 
PVC core is precision milled and all materials are strategically 
placed to deliver the optimum weight, flex and rebound.
 
We’ve designed an entirely new component set to lower the 
weight and to raise the finish standard even higher. Our new 
3D molded foot pad fits like a well worn shoe. The dual den-
sity EVA will cradle your foot from side to side and protect it 
from the impact of hard landings. The widebody adjustable 
foot strap is extremely simple to attach and easy to adjust to 
a perfect fit.

The Custom also comes standard with 4 high quality glass 
fins and a handle.

SIZE    
128cm X 38cm
133cm X 39cm     
138cm X 42cm      

BOARD  COMPONENTS   
> fouR 2” inch gfk finS
> wideBody adJuSTaBle fooTSTRaPS
> 3d fooTPadS
> gRaB handle     
     

> wake-STyle PeRfoRmance deSign
> Quad concave BoTTom
> wake Binding comPaTiBle
> Pvc coRe
> haRd glaSS ReinfoRcemenTS
> 16/18/20 (wake) STance oPTionS
> PReciSion ShaPed Rail    
      

WAKESTYLE
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FEATURES DESCRIPTION
The Imperial continues to be the choice of riders who want 
to excel in all styles of riding. Since the Imperial lends itself 
to high speed riding through rough or choppy waters, we’ve 
added a concave bottom shape to help you get up to speed 
quicker. To handle the speeds even better, we’ve changed 
the outline slightly to increase the edge response and track-
ing. This has all been done while maintaining the forgiving 
feel and easy ride that it is well known for. 

The new improved construction now implements hard glass 
to increase strength and deliver a better flex pattern. The 
PVC core is precision milled and all materials are strate-
gically placed to deliver the optimum weight, flex and re-
bound. 

We’ve designed an entirely new component set to lower the 
weight and to raise the finish standard even higher. Our new 
3D molded foot pad fits like a well worn shoe. The dual den-
sity EVA will cradle your foot from side to side and protect it 
from the impact of hard landings. The widebody adjustable 
foot strap is extremely simple to attach and easy to adjust 
to a perfect fit.

The Imperial also comes standard with 4 high quality glass 
fins and grab handle.

SIZE        
123cm X 36cm        
128cm X 37cm        
133cm X 38cm        
138cm X 39cm              

> new ouTline
> Single concave BoTTom
> Pvc coRe
> haRd glaSS ReinfoRcemenTS
> 14/15/17” STance oPTionS
> PReciSion ShaPed Rail

BOARD COMPONENTS   
> FOUR 2” INCH GFK FINS
> WIDEBODY ADJUSTABLE FOOTSTRAPS
> 3D FOOTPADS
> GRAB HANDLE    

FREESTYLE
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FEATURES DESCRIPTION
The Prodigy is the perfect first board as it will get a rider 
tracking upwind with it easy to control handling. From 
there it’ll grow with you as you quickly progress through 
the stages. The reason for its easy handling and smooth 
feel lies in the combination of its wood core, fast rocker 
line, and forgiving outline. The wood core is responsible 
for its flex and dampening through the choppy water. 
The fast rocker will get a rider up on a plane quickly 
yet allow him or her to control their speed through the 
Prodigy’s superior edge control.

Built to last, the combination of a wood core and biax 
glass present a unique blend of weight and durability.
We’ve designed an entirely new component set to lower 
the weight and to raise the finish standard even higher. 
Our new 3D molded foot pad fits like a well worn shoe. 
The dual density EVA will cradle your foot from side to 
side and protect it from the impact of hard landings. The 
widebody adjustable foot strap is extremely simple to 
attach and easy to adjust to a perfect fit.

The Prodigy also comes standard with 4 high quality 

glass fins and a handle.

SIZE          
138cm X 39cm   
148cm X 40cm          
158cm X 41cm               

> FOUR 2” INCH (50mm) GFK WAKE FINS
> WIDEBODY ADJUSTABLE FOOTSTRAPS
> 3D FOOTPADS
> GRAB HANDLE

> eXPanded Size Range (new 138 Size)
> wood coRe
> 14/17 STance oPTionS
> PReciSion ShaPed aBS Rail

BOARD COMPONENTS   

FREERIDE


